
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 2

Backtrack3
This week we will get you to install the Backtrack3 linux distribution on a lab PC.

These instructions assume that:

•a technician has previously replaced your machines drive with a blank disk

•you have a copy of the Backtrack3 linux CD inserted into your machines CD drive

•you have booted your machine and Backtrack3 is running from the CD

Having ensured the above is the case, follow these instructions:

1. Format /dev/sda to contain a valid ext3 partition

a. fdisk /dev/sda

i. delete all existing partitions

ii. n -> p -> 1 (accept the defaults)

iii. a -> 1

iv. w

b. reboot machine

c. fdisk -l and check that /dev/sda contains a single linux partition

d. umount /dev/sda1

e. mkfs.ext3 /dev/sda1

2. Now mount the newly partitioned and formated hard drive

a. mkdir /mnt/bt3

b. mount /dev/sda1 /mnt/bt3

3. Now manually copy the live Backtrack3 files to your hard drive

a. mkdir /mnt/bt3/boot

b. cp --preserve -R /{bin,dev,home,pentest,root,usr,etc,lib,opt,sbin,var} /mnt/bt3

c. mkdir /mnt/bt3/{mnt,proc,sys,tmp}

d. mount --bind /dev/ /mnt/bt3/dev/
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e. mount -t proc proc /mnt/bt3/proc/

f. cp /boot/vmlinuz /mnt/bt3/boot/

4. Now we need to setup LILO

a. chroot /mnt/bt3 /bin/bash

b. edit /etc/lilo.conf so that it contains:

 lba32

 boot = /dev/sda

 change-rules

 reset

 vga = normal

 image = /boot/vmlinuz

 root = /dev/sda1

 label = Back|track3

c. lilo -v

5. Reboot the machine (ensure you remove the CD so that your newly installed Back-
track3 OS may boot!) with:

shutdown -r now

OSSEC
Now, all that remains to do is to install and build OSSEC. To do this, follow these instruc-
tions:

1. Use Firefox to download1 the OSSEC tar ball

2. unpack tar ball with tar -xzf ossec.*.tar.gz

3. cd ossec*

4. ./install.sh

5. chose a local installation; install at /var/ossec; don’t accept email notification; run the 
integrity check daemon; enable rootkit detection; enable active response; enable 
firewall-drop response; accept whitelist IP address defaults.

6. build of OSSEC should proceed with no hitches!
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1 Remember, you will need to configure the proxy to be wwwproxy.hud.ac.uk:3128



7. cd src/analysisd

8. make logtest

9. cp ossec-logtest /var/ossec/bin

10.You now have a functioning version of OSSEC. 

Questions
You may test your OSSEC configuration by running ossec-logtest from the command line 
and copying and pasting in sample log entries from last weeks practical. 

Once you are convinced you have a working OSSEC installation, echo example log lines 
to /var/log/apache2/access.log. You should see OSSEC responses by examining the OS-
SEC logs located at /var/ossec/log.

Finally, for each log line in the sample log’s from last weeks practical, echo them to 
/var/log/apache2/access.log and see what events of interest that OSSEC detects.
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